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Want to make more money playing poker? Only 10% of poker players are profitable, but the solution

is easier than you think. One of the most important and overlooked aspects of the game is your

range. This pertains to what hands you will and will not play. Of course, everyone will play AA, KK,

QQ, and AK, but how far should that range stretch? Through trial and error, I have tested range

theories for years. It didn't take long to find one that led to a very high winning percentage, but the

wins weren't big and I wasn't getting a lot of action. This is NOT a negative if you play often and

want small yet consistent wins. However, if you want to maximize your profits, then applying the

adjustments I have made to this range should greatly increase your odds of long-term success. In

this book, I don't just describe the perfect range. That would be boring. I'm not into boring. Instead, I

tested the perfect range in 23 live cash games and three live tournaments. In order to add some

flavor, I played in poker rooms in Florida, North Carolina, Atlantic City, West Virginia, and

Connecticut. I was undercover in every instance. I also included my on-the-felt and off-the-felt

misadventures, which I seem to have a knack for. Everything written in this book happened. I gave

all characters I came across nicknames, but if you play poker in any of the states (or city) mentioned

above, then it's possible that you will hear about someone you know, or maybe even yourself. My

first poker strategy book, Poker Notes, has received excellent feedback and sells consistently. I'm

glad to hear it's making a difference for people. I think The Perfect Range is even more valuable! If

you stick to this strategy without veering off course, it should lead to greatly improved results on the

felt, especially if combined with the strategies covered in Poker Notes and Poker Blog.
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I have been using the 10 year method mentioned in the end of the book which helps with hands

seen. I've also been trying to find my range for a couple years, and SPATS is awesome . But what

makes it all work is Tyler's explanation about how to play the hands. My poker philosophy had

gotten close to what Tyler explains but I had holes, not anymore.

This is the way to play for modern 2017 live cash games. You must have range and SPATS is

perfect against old school predictable nits and tags. Buy the book! I will not give the authors

information away for free. Want to know what SPATS is? Then that will cost 2.99 hehe! ;) Also the

perfect book implied odds players.

Excellent book. I am a Rock...as soon as I started reading the book, I started using the SPATS

System. My range was increased. I was involved in more hands, naturally, but my winnings

increased as well. A good book for Rocks like me that, due to the nature of the game changing,

need a range increase that is reasonable but not radical.

I gave four stars,I liked the idea of a safety range,I will try it out and it works I will amend the review.

I recommend all his books they are good reads,and it's my style of play. So hop along and I wait for

the results. p.s. loved the rest area tilt.

The simplified central theme of this very good poker book is "SPATS," the author's acronym for a

method of playing tight. It's a great book for beginning poker players because it's a sound system

for playing, written in an easily understood format, and includes the author's "poker diary" detailing

his results while applying SPATS. I recommend it highly for beginners, and I think intermediate

players (like me) will definitely take something away from it as well.

A must read for poker players especially rookies. If you have not developed your playing range and

defined it as a strategy you are probably losing money. I have made more money since I read this

book and implemented SPATS than anything else I have done.

Thec3rd book I've read by this author and each one gets better. If you are a serious student of the



game or just want to crush your monthly home game this is definitely the new Bible of Poker. Move

over Doyle Brunson; this book shows the real world of how to win at poker!

I'm coming of a slump where I have considered taking a sabbatical from poker. I work offshore so

sometimes the decision is made for me. I can't wait to get home and apply this strategy. That being

said. I loved the side notes and short stories that accompany the main point of the book. It adds a

little extra entertainment to the read. Mossy other strategy books droll on and on with pot odds , bet

sizes ,and position. I enjoyed it.
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